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Allow me to express it from the very beginning: I feel the book by Enrique J. Dunayevich deserves 

to be read by a public of curious people attracted by historical events. But not only that, it should be read 

by the professional historian (except, maybe, those specialists on topics about the Aancient Middle East, for 

whom a mere reading of the central hypothesis of the text would be enough). I insist, then, the professional 

historian—dedicated to other periods and other questions than the topics dealt with in this lucid and 

critical tale of the history of the Jews in Ancient Times—may very well make good use of these pages to 

remember with intensity and interest some events kept in their memories, to wonder about the situation 

of the Jews and Judaism in the period of his interest, and, at the same time, find an example of what the 

very best interest in history produces in the spirit of somebody intelligent but not scholastic about the 

subject, who learns about it when he undertakes the effort researching in the way Dunayevich has done it.  

Our self-taught colleague reweaves the tale of Hebrew and Jewish vicissitudes between the 

beginning of biblical times and the disintegration of the Occidental Roman Empire. He does his task with 

elegance, amenity, and precision, thanks to an enviable familiarity with the sources and the classics of the 

specific historiography.  

Also, it is interesting, in fact, the forcefulness and passion Dunayevich displays when the time comes 

for a pronunciation about Abraham Leon’s theory, which saw the Jews as a “People class” before and after 

Diasporas,  

 Having recovered the scientific and emotional value of Leon's theory, as well as expanding through 

new arguments and clusters of the facts and events its rational, empirical, and argumentative sustentation 

are to be computed as positive properties of this book. 

 Actually Abraham Leon deserved this tribute and a come-back to his ideas, for his intellectual 

courage, and the originality of his approach to historical materialism. 

In this way, the book by Enrique J. Dunayevich fulfills an ethical purpose that flies high and gets to 

the recovery of the notion that commerce was central to the economy and the vital experience of the 

Hebrews-Jews since the time of their settlements in Canaan.  

Although if with the trade there has probably always been something sinful in what Gerard 

Winstanley used to call the buy and sell that had led humankind to its historic perdition, it is also true that 

commerce entails situations (knowledge of the other, their likes and dislikes, learning foreign languages 

understanding of different cultural worlds)  that transform the trader into a link, bridge, lively mediator, or 

middleman between civilizations. To face the hypertrophies and miseries that commerce brings about, 

Dunayevich reminds us there is a message from the prophets of Israel, predecessors in so many ways of 

Winstanley.  

Consent, then, to enthusiastically welcoming the volume Enrique wrote. Let us celebrate the 

profusion and beauty of this plant sowing History in the spirit of this educated and sharp reader.  

Please, forgive the arrogance implied in my accidentally setting—and with no delegation 

whatsoever—in a kind of representative of the historian's guild. However, I dare say: "Welcome, Enrique J. 

Dunayevich, to our old corporation and get ready to be discussed, and in the best of cases, not ignored or 

ninguneado, as Borges used to say in Spanish. Nevertheless, I am certain your determination has been 

worthwhile. And, as far as I am concerned, I have received a good lesson about how fruitful our discipline 

may be regarding critical thinking, and independent intellectual work. Congratulations." 
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